Time-resolved high-frequency EPR studies on magnesium and zinc tetraphenylporphines in their lowest excited triplet states.
The lowest excited triplet (T(1)) states of magnesium and zinc tetraphenylporphines (MgTPP and ZnTPP) were studied by time-resolved (TR) high-frequency/high-field W-band electron paramagnetic resonance (hf-EPR) spectroscopy in rigid glasses at low temperatures. Inspections of the TR-hf-EPR spectra of the spin-polarized triplets revealed that the zero field splitting (ZFS) parameters, D and E, for MgTPP and ZnTPP triplets were nearly the same. At the same time, their g-tensors were found to be different. These results are interpreted quantitatively in terms of spin-orbit couplings (SOCs) and angular momenta among the excited states, giving a magnitude of SOC in the T(1) state of ZnTPP. For the first time, both the TR-hf-EPR spectra and corresponding time profiles were acquired on the ZnTPP's triplet at room temperature in liquid paraffin solution with the populations of the electron spin states being in Boltzmann equilibrium. Because of relatively fast paramagnetic relaxation in rotating triplet at room temperature, the spectra and time profiles were free from the effects of microwave saturation that allowed for the direct measurement of the absolute intersystem crossing ratios P(x):P(y):P(z) 0.085:0.085:0.83. All of these results have demonstrated advantages and new perspectives of the W-band EPR spectroscopy.